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Return to Miss Stretchberry's class with Jack, the reluctant poet, who over the course of a year

encounters new and challenging things like metaphors, alliterations, onomatopoeia, and one

mean fat black cat!The Newbery Medal-winning author of Walk Two Moons, Sharon Creech,

introduced Jack in Love That Dog, a New York Times bestseller. Both Love That Dog and Hate

That Cat are approachable, funny, warm-hearted introductions to poetry told from the point of

view of a very real kid wrestling with school assignments.These books are fast reads that will

be welcomed by middle graders as they too wonder how poetry and schoolwork connect with

their interests and how to uncover their true voices.In Hate That Cat, Jack is only trying to save

that fat black cat stuck in the tree by his bus stop—but the cat scratches him instead! At school

Miss Stretchberry begins teaching new poems, everything from William Carlos Williams to

Valerie Worth to T.S. Eliot.As the year progresses, Jack gradually learns to love that cat and

finds new ways to express himself.
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MISS STRETCHBERRYSEPTEMBER 12I hate that catlike a dog hates a ratI said I hate that

catlike a dog hates a ratHate to see it in the morninghate to see thatF A T black

cat.SEPTEMBER 13SorryI didn’t knowyou liked cats.Didn’t knowyou have one.SEPTEMBER

14More poetry?You probably thinkwe will rememberwhat we learnedlast year, right?What if we

don’t remember?What if our brains shrunk?What if it’s too hard?But I am gladyou are my

teacheragain.I hope you willkeep moving upa gradeevery yearalong with me.You

understandmybrain.SEPTEMBER 19No, I can’t write any moreabout my dog Sky.Maybe all of

the wordsabout Skyflew out of my headlast year.I think about himall the timeand I see himin my

mindand some of his yellow furis still on my yellow chairand sometimes I thinkI hear himuh-

rum, uh-rumthat sound he madewhen he was happy.But no, I can’t write about Skya-n-y-m-o-r-

e.Maybe I could write abouta cata mean cata crazy mean fat black cat.Although . . . my uncle

Billwho is a teacherin a collegesaid those words I wroteabout Skywere NOT poems.He said

they were justwordscomingoutofmyheadand that a poem has to rhymeand have regular

meterand SYMBOLS and METAPHORSand onomoto-something andalliter-something.And I

wantedtopunchhim.SEPTEMBER 21Another thing Uncle Bill saidwas that my lines should bel

- o - n - g - e - rlike in real writingBut here is what happens when I try to make

them longer the page is too wide and the words get all mumble jumbled and it makes my eyes

hurt all that white space the edge of the page so far away and in order to get all the words

down that are coming out of my head I have to forget the commas and periods or I have to go

back and stick, them in, all over, the place, like this, which looks, if you ask me, stupid, but if

you write short lines, a person knows where to breathe, short or long, and I hate to read, those

long lines, and I don’t want, to write them, either.SEPTEMBER 26I wish you would tellmy uncle

Billall those things you said todayabout our own rhythmsand our own IMAGESbouncing around

in our wordsand making them POEMS.And yes I understandthat if I am ever thePresident of

the United StatesI might be expected to writevery very long linesbut in the meantimeI can

make my linesshortshortshortif I want to.But even if you toldmy uncle Billall that stuffhe

wouldn’t believe you.He likes to argue.My mother likes myshortlines.She runs her fingersdown

themand thentapsher lips
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Moo: A Novel, Saving Winslow, The Wanderer, Absolutely Normal Chaos (Walk Two Moons

Book 2), Out of the Dust (Scholastic Gold) (Newbery Medal Book), Crash, The Wednesday

Wars, Inside Out and Back Again, Other Words for Home

H C Nicolson, “We all loved it. This copy was ordered for a friend .... My husband stumbled

upon this book in the public library in Makawao, Maui. We all loved it. This copy was ordered for

a friend who loves both cats and poetry. It has since been gifted to an elementary school

teacher who, after sharing it with his family, has placed it in his classroom library next to "Love

That Dog" by the same author.This book is about a child finding his true voice, and learning to

trust love after loss. It is written with such subtlety and delicacy it merits reading and rereading,

in enjoyment of its language and meaning. Hope you enjoy it, too!”

rtleeb, “Fantastic, creative book. Ordered for my 9-year old daughter and she absolutely loves

it. What a wonderful and creative way to introduce poetry to kids! Also great for kids with

moderate dyslexia (like my daughter) - short sentences, lots of white space, but more mature

language and concepts than books typically at her reading level.Fun to read for adults as well.”

Novel Destination~Used Book Emporium, “He does not really hate cats after all. A literacy

volunteer brought this book to my attention. It is a great way to introduce poetry, a writing

journal, and learning new words in a manner that readers and beginners of any age can

appreciate. I can see how Jack's story would lend itself to discussion. The idea that sentences

and poetry can take many forms...varied .spaces between words or thoughts, different size

fonts, written in circles or other recognizable shapes, and that not all poems involve rhyming

couplets is liberating.”

TinyTim2225, “Purrrfect. Another great help for elementary teachers in teaching poetry. I was

excited to see several poets and poems that we had covered in our curriculum mentioned in

the book. Read it aloud to your kids. They will enjoy it.”

mrfadlan, “Growth and Depth. This book invites the reader to spend another year with Jack and

his teacher Miss Stretchberry. The poems in this novel show more depth as Jack learns more

about the craft of poetry writing. We also see him beginning to change, learning to love a new

animal and learning to talk more about his family. For those who enjoyed Love That Dog, this

novel is a fitting continuation.”

DONNA L PETERSON, “Had to read the follow up book of Love that dog. After reading Love

that dog, I knew I had to read this follow up book. Both are so good! Creech has a way of

letting you into a child’s mind and seeing the world through their minds.”

Bryan B, “One of a kind, beautiful. This did not devastate me like 'Love that Dog' did, but this a

fantastic little read about poetry, cats, parents, children and teachers, and all the learning that

goes in between.”

SarahBeth, “School poetry for 6th. Daughter read in 1 day!. Daughter read the dog poems first

& Them. So when she needed another book I searched this author first. She adores kitties &

we actually have a cranky fat black & white cat so it was perfect. Lol She read it all in 1 day!!”



Mrs. K. A. Wheatley, “A Great Way to Teach Poetry. This is the companion volume to Sharon

Creech's seminal Love That Dog, which was all about a boy called Jack beginning to learn

about poetry with his teacher Mrs. Stretchberry. It sounds dull, but Creech's wonderful poetic

approach to the subject and the clever way she included accessible poems and the story of

Jack and his relationship with his dog Sky meant that it was compelling and brilliant.I was

unsure about Hate That Cat. I've had it for a long time and only just steeled myself to read it in

case it was a disappointment. It isn't. Jack is in the next year at school and Mrs. Stretchberry is

still there to guide him through the world of poetry. As well as finding out about poets like

William Carlos Williams and Edgar Allan Poe we also discover more about Jack's life.The

books work at several levels, as a story, as an introduction to poetry, as ways of showing how

children can express complex, deep emotions and as narrative poems in their own right. I love

them, and if you are looking for a way to get children interested in poetry and deal with the

question of why we should study poetry I can recommend this book and its companion highly.”

Sophie, “Daughter read this over christmas. An easy and enjoyable read”

Gwyneth Jones, “A brillinat book. In many ways, I thought that this book was even better than

'Love this Dog'. Because you learn something from it. BRILLIANT!”

BlueSky, “Lovely book - not quite as good as "Love that dog" but still extremely good. Lovely

book - not quite as good as "Love that dog" but still extremely good. It is very clever, moving in

places and easy to read. I would however recommend reading 'Love that dog' first, as it sets up

the story.”

marina davis, “Five Stars. Excellent item!!! thanks for speedy delivery!!! AAA+++!!!”

The book by Sharon Creech has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 435 people have provided feedback.
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